De novo design and utilization of photolabile caged substrates as probes of hydrogen tunneling with horse liver alcohol dehydrogenase at sub-zero temperatures: a cautionary note.
In order to understand the influence of protein dynamics on enzyme catalysis and hydrogen tunneling, the horse liver alcohol dehydrogenase (HLADH) catalyzed oxidation of benzyl alcohol was studied at sub-zero temperatures. Previous work showed that wild type HLADH has significant kinetic complexity down to -50 degrees C due to slow binding and loss of substrate [S.-C. Tsai, J.P. Klinman, Biochemistry, 40 (2001) 2303]. A strategy was therefore undertaken to reduce kinetic complexity at sub-zero temperatures, using a photolabile (caged) benzyl alcohol that prebinds to the enzyme and yields the active substrate upon photolysis. By computer modeling, a series of caged alcohols were designed de novo, synthesized, and characterized with regard to photolysis and binding properties. The o-nitrobenzyl ether 15, with a unique long tail, was found to be most ideal. At sub-zero temperatures in 50% MeOH, a two-phase kinetic trace and a rate enhancement by the use of 15 were observed. Despite the elimination of substrate binding as a rate-limiting step, the use of caged benzyl alcohol does not produce a measurable H/D kinetic isotope effect. Unexpectedly, the observed fast phase corresponds to multiple enzyme turnovers, based on the stoichiometry of the substrate to enzyme. Possible side reactions and their effects, such as the re-oxidation of bound NADH and the dissipation of photo-excitation energy, may offer an explanation for the observed multiple-turnovers. The lack of observable deuterium isotope effects offers a cautionary note for the application of caged substrates to isolate and study chemical steps of enzyme reactions, particularly when NADH is involved in the reaction pathway.